Notification Letter
Dear all the CLOTECH members!
February 24, 2021
We’re writing this letter to share another great momentum for our Dr Clo business.
Chlorine dioxide gas has been used in hospital as the sterilization of hospital surgery room, sterilizing
for bio-terrorism, decomposition for harmful material or etc. with the highest effect of sterilization. The
effect of Chlorine dioxide had been accepted by WHO, FDA, KFDA and Department of Health and
Human Service in Japan.
However, as it is harmful for human to inhale with the high concentration of Chlorine dioxide, it is hard
to use in our daily life without using the high-tech expensive equipment for the effect above mentioned.
To solve this kind of problem, we, NON Corporation, have studied and researched for the use of in our
daily life as an ordinary consumer goods, and finally completed the development with the high
technology of sterilization which is emitting stable and safe concentration of Chlorine dioxide.
We have worked for the research of sterilization against virus and bacteria with College of Medicine in
Seoul National University, laboratory in Konkuk University, College of Medicine in Soonchunhyang
University, life science research center in Joongbu University and etc. With those various works and
supports from Korean government, we finally commercialization for ordinary use as the name of Dr.
Clo, showing the perfect effect of sterilization for Covid19, Adovirus and other various germs. Dr. Clo
is the safest product which professional groups developed and made in our daily life.
Thus, the similar Chlorine dioxide stick product which was produced without high-tech can cause side
effect or lack of effect. We manufacture goods in our factory and also have our own R&D team so that
we continuously working for test and development of Dr. Clo.
We’re going to get the sterilization test report from College of Medicine in Seoul National University
which was conducted spraying virus in the air. This test report that we’re going to have soon is the
world-only test report which was conducted for killing virus in the air as it is impossible to have a test
of sterilization “in the air” in the world. We can verify this test report around the middle of March.
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